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Abstract: The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) provides internet connectivity for instruments,
digital machines, and any other manufactured object to enable intelligent industrial operations to
achieve high productivity. Securing communications between IIoT devices remains a critical and
challenging issue due to the resource-constrained and processing capabilities of sensing devices.
Moreover, the traditional group shared key might implement complex mathematical operations that
are not suitable for the limited recourse capability of the IIoT device. Furthermore, the standard
Diffie–Hellman (DH) and elliptic curve Diffie–Hellman (ECDH), which are the most suited for tiny
devices, only work between a pair of IIoT devices, while they are not designed to work among a
group of IIoT devices. This paper proposes an authenticated group shared key (AGSK) mechanism
that allows a set of industrial objects to establish a common session key over the IIoT. The proposed
AGSK utilizes the combiner for the hash function and digital signature, which is implemented in IIoT
devices. Additionally, the random oracle model has been used to prove the security of AGSK, while
the IIoT adversary model has been used to analyze the AGSK countermeasures against cyberattacks.
The results of the performance evaluation showed that the efficiency of the AGSK was reduced by
41.3% for CPU computation time, 45.7% for storage cost, and 40% less power consumption compared
to the baseline group key management algorithms.

Keywords: IIoT; ECDH; AGSK; random oracle model

1. Introduction

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) enables internet connection and communi-
cation capabilities to industrial machines, including industrial storage tanks, centrifuges,
industrial mixers, electrical generators, air compressors, material handling equipment, and
computer numerical control. In the IIoT platform, the Internet of Things device (i.e., called
IIoT node) should be attached to industrial objects, which will enable smart productivity
operations, the self-optimized performance of production lines and control centers, and
improved product quality [1,2]. Unfortunately, a massive portion of the devices in the
IIoT networks is susceptible to cyberattacks, such as device spoofing, denial of service,
man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks, and data leaks. As shown in Figure 1, the malicious
attack can occur near the devices in the IIoT environment or between the IIoT gateway and
mobile users, which causes catastrophic effects on the investments of corporate executives
that decide to use IIoT. Therefore, the IIoT network should be protected by cybersecurity
platforms that can identify, protect, detect, and respond to cyberattacks. Regardless of the
cybersecurity mechanism (i.e., symmetric, or asymmetric) that is used in the IIoT network,
the only secret information that should be prevented from disclosure is the secret key. This
problem becomes increasingly wasteful when the concept of group shared key is used
among the IIoT devices, sensors, actuators, gateway, and mobile devices. As a result, the
IIoT network, based on the lightweight group authenticated secret key, is an essential
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mechanism for many youth cybersecurity protections. In industrial and manufacturing
facilities, cybersecurity monitoring solutions are crucial, yet they are insufficient. Real-time
protection of IIoT devices is mandatory, requiring the authentication of all devices and the
protection of the information and instructions needed to control plant operations [3–5].
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Group communication is becoming increasingly crucial with the emergence of shared
and distributed communication applications. Using a public channel and a key establish-
ment technique, group members can safely communicate with one another. Therefore, each
member in the group communication is an essential part of creating the group shared key
(GSK). The GSK mechanism consists of two parts, which are the preshared key distribution
and the final key calculation. The optimal solution for the distributed preshared key is
to use asymmetric (public key) cryptography with a digital signature. The source IIoT
device uses asymmetric cryptography to encrypt the preshared key using its private key
and the destination can confirm the identity of the sender using the public key, which
is mathematically related to the private key of the sender. Furthermore, the final key
calculation is implemented for each group member, simultaneously, based on the received
preshared key. Nevertheless, compared to the symmetric algorithms, the implementation of
asymmetric algorithms on the IIoT is more difficult and requires more complex mathemat-
ics [6–8]. The original shared key scheme is called Diffie–Hellman (DH) and elliptic curve
Diffie–Hellman (ECDH), which can create a secret key between two parties. However, the
design of DH and ECDH does not resolve the secure group communication. In an IIoT
environment, the secure group shared key management is a complicated design task, with
respect to both security strength and computational time, owing to resource constraints in
command processing, support mathematic functions, memory limitation, microcontroller
capabilities, and security issues in the IIoT transceiver [9]. Providing secure, authenticated
group-shared key tasks in the IIoT network is the main challenge, and it arises from their
unique characteristics, which can be explained by the following points:

• Secure communication lacking in a predisseminated shared key among a group of
IIoT devices.

• Identify compromised IIoT devices and authenticate the identity of the group controller
and all members. Moreover, the received data integrity must be verified at each
IIoT device.

• The complicated design of the group-shared key mechanism in the resource con-
straints devices, such as the IIoT, which should consider both security strength and
computational time.

• The dynamic supporting for join/leave members of the group.
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• The optimal level of self-arrangement of the group shared key.
• The resource is constrained in terms of storage, computation, and communication power.

This paper intends to propose an effective authenticated group shared key based
on the combiner for the hash functions. The summary of contributions can be described
as follows:

• The proposed research builds an efficient authenticated group shared key (AGSK)
among a set of industrial objects using the IIoT network platform. The common shared
key over the IIoT utilizes the combiner for the geolocation hash function and the
digital signature of each IIoT device.

• It proposes a key management algorithm to join and leave any group member that
allows the IIoT gateway to optimize the number of required steps to dynamically
change the old AGSK. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm guarantees to prevent the
leaving member from using the IIoT network platform after issuing the leaving request.

• Optimal design of two-handshaking communication messages between the IIoT de-
vices and IIoT gateway to establish the group shared key.

• The random oracle model has been used to prove the security of the AGSK and the ad-
versary model for IIoT network that has been analyzed. In addition, countermeasures
against adversary attacks have been investigated.

• Finally, the proposed method has been implemented in an emulation system, assessed
(i.e., computation time, power, and storage costs), and compared with the recent
baseline group shared key mechanisms.

The remaining part of this research is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the
related works on the group shared key. Section 3 explains the AGSK system design
algorithm. Section 4 explains the cybersecurity analysis of the AGSK algorithm. Section 5
describes the implementation and performance evaluation of the AGSK. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper and describes future work.

2. Related Work on Group Shared Key

Although many key distribution research studies focus on establishing a secret key
between two parties, a limited amount of research has been focused on group key distribu-
tion, especially in the IIoT network platform. As a result, the general idea of related works
in this paper concentrated on group key management in the IIoT networks. Adel et al. [10]
proposed a shared group secret key (SGSK), which is created based on the token ring
concept. This means that the SGSK is forwarded from one node to the next connected node
in the group. However, the token ring concept has an exceptionally long processing delay,
especially in large member groups. A Naresh–Murthy cluster-based hybrid hierarchical-
group key agreement (NH-CHH-GKA) mechanism was also proposed by Naresh et al. [11]
to enable secure group communication in wireless ad hoc networks (WANETs). A vast
group was divided into a specified number of clusters by the NH-CHH-GKA algorithm,
with the final member of each cluster serving as the cluster head (CH), and the final member
of the group serving as the group controller (GC). However, the NH-CHH-GKA algorithm
required four-way handshaking to establish the group shared key. Moreover, the selection
of GC was not the optimal solution and caused extra computation time. Furthermore,
Zeyu et al. [12] proposed an authenticated group key agreement (GKA-SS) protocol, which
used ECDH and the bilinear short signature (BLS) to authenticate the identity of the group
controller and group members through the process of group key agreement. However,
GKA-SS required four-way handshaking to establish the group shared key. A lightweight
authentication and key agreement system that enables renovating the offline password
were proposed by Lo et al. [13]. This approach reduces communication costs and prevents
the guessing attack of offline passwords. However, it was unable to defend against a
MITM attack. A key agreement approach based on elliptic curve cryptosystems (ECC)
and the Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) was proposed by Janani and Manikandan [14].
This prototype reduces the complexity of the PKI framework using a certificate assign-
ment strategy. Additionally, it can manage the dynamic join/leave situation of members
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and prevent MITM attacks. However, the authentication process raises communication
costs. Subsequently, based on ECDH and CRT, Jiang et al. [15] devised a lightweight key
agreement protocol. To identify sensor nodes, they employed a one-way hash function,
which lowers the cost of authentication. However, the one-way hash function was not
sufficient to authenticate the IIoT. A GKA protocol for vehicular ad hoc networks was
suggested by Liu et al. [16]. They reduced the burden on the on-board unit (OBU) by using
fixed roadside units (RSU) to negotiate dynamic session keys. To provide anonymous
authentication and increase verification efficiency, this protocol uses the batch verification
approach and shared session keys mechanism. However, the authentication approach in
GKA consumes extra computation time and communication costs. In order to cut the cost
of communication, Rawat and Deshmukh [17] created a GKA (named TEGKA) based on
trees and elliptic curves. ECDLP was used by Wang et al. [18] to create two GKA protocols,
which are group ECDH and tree-based group ECDH (TGECDH). For intelligent Internet of
Things (IoT) systems, Zhang et al. [19] created the GKA protocol, which enabled a rational
terminal to form a group key with a threshold requirement. Sharding and blockchain
technologies were integrated into GKA by Naresh et al. [20] to reduce the computational
and communication costs of the group controller. The group has been distributed into
the r subgroup, which was used to generate the hierarchical group keys. However, the
procedure of the hierarchical group keys was susceptible to the related key attacks. To
address the issue of trusted authority being a single point of failure in vehicular ad hoc
networks, Li and Yin [21] introduced blockchain technology to GKA. OBUs can demon-
strate their authenticity to RSU utilizing blockchain technology without disclosing any
sensitive information. Feng et al. [22] proposed an anonymous authentication and key
update mechanism for IoT devices based on an EnOcean-A protocol, which provides a
trusted third-party server to send communication keys to the IoT devices each time they
communicated. However, the authors considered only the key impersonation attack and
ignored the related key attack. Songshen et al. [23] proposed a hash-based signature for
flexibility authentication of the IoT devices that cluster in a 5G environment. However, the
security cryptanalysis of the proposed signature was not investigated. Furthermore, Zhang
et al. [24] proposed a blockchain-based cloud-side-end cooperative network architecture
to solve the security and trust mechanism in the IIoT systems. The authors utilized the
BLS-based proof of replication (PoRep) as the consensus mechanism and realized device
mutual trust. However, the cryptanalysis and the related key attack were not investigated.
Uppuluri et al. [25] proposed a secure user authentication and key agreement scheme for
smart home communications that was called MHE-IS-CPMT, with ECC on the IoT device.
However, the group shared key was exposed to being stolen by a spoofing attack. More-
over, Hanjian et al. [26] proposed a secure anonymous D2D mutual authentication and key
agreement (AKA) protocol for the IoT that was designed to work on the insecure channel
based on generating paired private and public keys in the registration phase. However, the
related key attack was not investigated.

The previous literature studies [10–26] had several limitations, which can be specified
in three facts: Firstly, the group key agreements that were reviewed in the related works
were required to broadcast and exchange many messages between the controller and the
group members, which might have exposed the group shared key (GSK) and increased the
communication and computation costs. Second, some protocols did not consider the group
member authentication and message integrity, thereby facilitating the MITM attack. Finally,
the majority of GKA techniques that are described in the literature are unable to handle the
joining/leaving nature of the IIoT network system, which represents the essential part of
the group key management protocol. The main advantages of the proposed system can be
explained as follows:

• The group-shared key was established in the proposed system using two-way handshak-
ing, which reduced communication costs between the IIoT devices and the gateway.
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• The combiner for the hash function and digital signature in the proposed system
can resist the most effective key attacks, such as the related key, and the key that
compromises impersonation attacks.

3. System Design of AGSK Algorithm

Group key management and authentication algorithms invent the majority of the
proposed AGSK mechanism, which would ensure elevated levels of cybersecurity defense
against cyberattacks over the IIoT. The two algorithms and the process for securely transfer-
ring the group shared key amongst the IIoT devices are described in the next subsections.
Table 1 lists all the notations that were applied throughout this research.

Table 1. Frequently used notation.

Notation Meaning Notation Meaning

AGSK Authenticated group shared key MAC Message authentication code
C Ciphertext n order of G

CCA Chosen cipher attack O A further point in the curve’s infinite
CPA Chosen plaintext attack P Modular prime
CPU Central processing unit PGP Preshared group point

d Private key PSK Preshared key
ECC Elliptic curve cryptography PFS Perfect forward secrecy

ECDH Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman Q Public key
G Base point generator S Digital Signature

GSPj Group shared point at device j GSK Group shared key
h Subgroup cofactor XGWi PSK between the gateway and device i

IIoT Industrial Internet of Things

3.1. Group Key Management Algorithm

The primary issue with GSK management is the exchange of the shared key among
the IIoT nodes through an insecure communication channel, which leaves the IIoT devices
vulnerable to several attacks. One of the practical solutions for shared key distribution
is the ECDH approach, which is regarded as a suitable remedy for devices with limited
resources. When compared to the Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) cryptosystem, the ECDH
has a smaller key size and experiences less computation cost and power consumption.
However, ECDH was not designed with the consideration of a group shared key among
multidevices. Thus, the group key management is primarily proposed to exchange the
shared secret keys in a secure manner among the IIoT devices to prevent spoofing attacks
that impersonate the identity of the IIoT gateway. The equation of an elliptic curve is
defined as follows:

E =
{
(x, y)

∣∣∣y2 = x3 + ax + b
}
∪ {O} where a, b ∈ (Z/pZ) Satisfy (4a3 + 27b2) 6= 0 (1)

where O represents an additional point on the curve at infinity; a and b are the constant
coefficient of the elliptic curve equation; (Z/pZ) represents an integer finite field over a
modular prime P. The elliptic curve domain parameters should be agreed upon among the
IIoT gateway, wireless sensors, mobile users, etc. The parameters use P as the prime of the
base finite field of the curve (modulo P), G is the generator, n is the order of G, and h is the
subgroup cofactor. The proposed functions in the group key management are designed
using the following presumptions, which are used throughout this paper:

• The IIoT gateway is connected at all times, which means it cannot leave the group.
Furthermore, it has a strong security system that can resist any attack.

• During a programming session, the domain parameters are embedded and uploaded
to all IIoT devices.

• Every IioT device has two secret keys: a public key that is accessible to all other IioT
devices and a private key that is kept secret from the public.
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3.1.1. Group Shared Key Generation

The group shared key has been generated using all the IIoT devices in the same group,
as illustrated in Figure 2. The procedure of the proposed group shared key is performed
using the following steps:

• Any IIoT device has data to be sent and it calculates the private key and the public
key. The random generator function is used to select the private key d between 1, and
n − 1. The scalar multiplication of d and G (e.g., Q = d × G) is used to calculate the
public key Q.

• Using unicast forwarding, all public keys for the involved IIoT devices should be sent
to the IIoT gateway to calculate the preshared key (PSK) for each of the IIoT devices,
as follows:

PSPGWi = G×Qi =
(
XGWi , YGWi

)
; PSKGWi = XGWi (2)

where the symbol GWi represents the connection between the gateway and the IIoT device
i, and XGWi is the PSK between the gateway and the IIoT device i.

• The preshared group point for the device number j (PGPj ) can be calculated at the
gateway as follows:

PGPj = G×
n

∏
i=1

(
PSKGWi

∣∣∣PSKGWj

)
(3)

• The gateway unicasts the PGPj to the device number j, which will calculate the group
shared point (GSPj), while the x coordinate of GSPj will be selected as the group
shared key at the device number j (GSK j), as follows:

GSPj = XGWj × PGK j =
(
Xj, Yj

)
; GSK j = Xj (4)

• Finally, the gateway can calculate the GSK for the device number j, as follows:

GSPGWj = XGWj × PGK j =
(
Xj, Yj

)
; GSKGWj = Xj (5)

as can be seen in Equations (4) and (5), the GSK at the gateway and any IIoT device is
matching because GSKGWj = GSK j.
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3.1.2. Authentication Based on ECDH and Combiner for Hash Function

The proposed authentication was designed based on combiners for the hash functions,
which used the geolocation information (e.g., the GPS information of the IIoT devices) and
ECDH key authentication algorithms. The basic idea of the authenticated group shared key
(AGSK) is illustrated in Figure 3, and it can be described as follows:

• Step 1: Digital Signature for the Digest of Public Key.

(1) Each IIoT device selects the private key d and calculates the public key Q.
(2) The message authentication code (MAC) is calculated for Q using the hash

function-based GPS location for the IIoT device.
(3) The MAC is signed with the private key d. The digital signature algorithm in

our previous works [10,27,28] has been used to sign the MAC.
(4) The digital signature and the Q are sent to the IIoT gateway in the same message.

• Step 2: Digital Signature Verification and Sender Authentication.

Upon receiving the unicast messages from all IIoT groups, the gateway performs the
following verification and authentication:

(1) Three steps of curve-point inspection should be employed to confirm the real
identity of the sender who used their signature to sign the Q: 1. Verify that Q
lies on the curve. (2) Verify that Q is not equivalent to the identity element O. 3.
Verify that n × Q = O.

(2) Verify the sender signature using the received Q. This means that the gateway
uses the Q to inverse the digital signature and it uses the stored geolocation
of the sender to implement the hash function and to compare the received
digest with the calculated one. If they match, the sender is legitimate, and the
data are valid. Otherwise, the sender or the data are invalid, and the message
is discarded.

• Step 3: Gateway Digital Signature for PGP.

(1) Upon verifying and authenticating all the IIoT devices in the group, the IIoT
gateway will calculate the PGP and GSK for each device.

(2) The IIoT gateway creates a MAC for each PGP using GSK, and it signs the
MACs using its private key.

(3) The digital signature of the gateway (SG) and the PGP are sent to the corre-
sponding IIoT device.

• Step 4: Verifying Gateway Digital Signature.

(1) Upon receiving the gateway message at the IIoT sender, the true identity of the
gateway is verified using three steps of curve-point inspection of PGP.

(2) If the PGP is verified, it will be used to calculate the GSK using Equation
(3). Furthermore, the sign−1 (QG,SG) is applied to obtain the received digest
(MAC for PGP), which will be compared using the calculated digest of the IIoT
device. If they matched, the gateway is legitimate, and the PGP is authenticated.
Otherwise, the message will be discarded.

Algorithm 1 illustrates the previous four steps of the proposed AGSK in pseudocode
details. Each line in Algorithm 1 is commented on with further details.
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Algorithm 1. AGSK pseudocode

Input: Secp192r1 domain parameters p, a, b, G, n, h.
Output: S, SG, GSK.
Start Algorithm (AGSK)

1 | While (new session start) do
2 | For (each IIoT device in the group) do
3 | Pick private key (dS);//1 ≤ dS ≤ n
4 | Q = (d × G);

Step 1: Digital Signature for the Digest of Public Key.

5
| MAC(Q) = H(GLoc,Q); //Calculate MAC (Q) based on a hash function and key
Gloc

6 | S = Sign (d,MAC);// Apply digital signature based on private key d for MAC
7 | Send_to_Gateway(S,Q);//Send public key with IIoT device signature to gateway

Step 2: Digital Signature Verification and Sender Authentication.
8 | Verify_Public_key(Q);//Gateway will verify Q using the three steps of point

9
| Retrieve_Gloc(IIoT_ID); //Gateway retrieves Gloc from its database using IIoT
ID

10
| if (H(Gloc,Q)==Sign−1(Q,S));/*Gateway can inverse S and obtain the received
digest
using Q. Furthermore, it compares calculated digest with received */

11 | The IIoT sender is legitimate, and Q is valid.
12 | else
13 | The IIoT sender or Q is invalid; Discard_message();
14 | End;//For loop

Step 3: Gateway Digital Signature for PGP.

15
| Calculate (PGP);// Gateway calculates PGP for all IIoT devices as in Equation
(2).

16
| MAC(PGP) = H(GSK,PGP); //Calculate MAC (PGP) based on a hash function
and GSK

17 | SG = Sign (dG,MAC);// Apply digital signature based on private key d for MAC

18
| Send_to_IIoT(SG,PGP,QG);//Gateway sends SG,PGP,QG to the corresponding
IIoT

Step 4: Verifying Gateway Digital Signature.
19 | Verify_PGP();//Corresponding IIoT verifies PGP using the three steps of point
20 | Calculate (GSK); //it calculates the GSK as in Equation (3).

21
| if (H(GSK,PGP)==Sign−1(QG,SG));/*IIoT device can inverse SG and obtain
received digest
using QG. Moreover, it compares calculated digest with received */

22 | The Gateway is legitimate, and PGP is valid.
23 | else
24 | The gateway or PGP is invalid; Discard_message();
25 | End;//While loop
26 End;//Algorithm

3.1.3. Dynamic Join and Leave in the Proposed AGSK

Since the IIoT devices are static most of the time, it is possible that one or a set of devices
will want to join/leave the group. The proposed AGSK can resolve the join/leave issue
based on its dynamic mechanism. This means that the IIoT devices can join/leave the group
at any time based on the following security rules, which should be taken into consideration
before any join/leave action. Suppose the number of nodes that want to join/leave the
group is Z, the proposed dynamic algorithm will implement the following steps:

(1) The new device(s) will send an authenticated unicast message that includes the public
key, a digital signature, and a request to join/leave.

(2) Upon the gateway receiving the join/leave request, it authenticates the sender and
message data (e.g., geolocation data), recalculates the PGP, creates the digest (MAC)
for the new PGP based on the new GSK, and signs the digest with its private key.
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(3) The gateway will specifically unicast a reply message to all IIoT devices. The reply
message contents include the new PGP, the gateway digital signature, and the public
key of the gateway.

(4) If the IIoT node leaves the group, it will inform the gateway, which will create a new
PSK between the gateway and the remaining IIoT devices. This means that the PGP
will not function in the leaving node. However, if the node wants to join, it will receive
the reply message and implement the four steps for the AGSK algorithm.
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4. Cybersecurity Analysis

In this research, an adversary model for the IIoT network was developed to evaluate
the countermeasures of AGSK against the IIoT cyberattacks, which are described in the
following section.
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4.1. IIoT Adversary Model

The fundamental objective of cyberattacks on the IIoT is to disturb its control function
by utilizing a vulnerability that a malevolent adversary could exploit [29–37]. In cryptanal-
ysis, the attacker is presumed to be able to read, transmit, and forge the AGSK on the IIoT
network traffic, which could call into question the data sensed, the confidentiality of the
IIoT devices, and the process control of the IIoT system. The following is a description of
the most significant adversary attacks on AGSK:

• Spoofing attack: The attacker intercepts or eavesdrops on the exchange messages
among the IIoT devices to determine the AGSK vulnerability and obtain access to the
IIoT system information.

• A man-in-the-middle attack (MITM): The attacker eavesdrops on the traffic among
the IIoT devices or between the IIoT devices and the gateway. The active MITM can
manipulate or modify the packets sent to all those devices.

• A brute-force attack: The attacker attempts every available combination of letters,
numbers, and symbols in the hash algorithm to obtain the hash key, which could
produce the same output. This means the attacker can successfully break the AGSK
even if both sides employ exceedingly difficult-to-crack domain parameters for the
ECDH technique.

• An IIoT capture attack: To launch cyberattacks against the IIoT network, the attacker
kidnaps an IIoT device and obtains the domain parameters and all its other credentials.

• A stolen-verifier attack: The attacker who has taken the AGSK from an IIoT device can
pose for authorized access to all messages that are being exchanged among the IIoT
devices. Moreover, the attacker who stole the AGSK can launch cyberattacks against
the other IIoT devices to steal data or bypass the access rules.

4.2. Cryptanalysis of AGSK

The random oracle model is used to analyze the influence of the most typical crypt-
analysis attacks, which can be designated as follows:

• Ciphertext-only attack: The adversary makes an effort to decipher the plaintext that
was encrypted by knowing one or more ciphertexts. It is the simplest to execute in
practice because all the adversary needs to do is eavesdrop on the open communication
line being used to send the encrypted communications.

• Known-plaintext attack: The adversary knows some of the pairs of the ciphertext and
corresponding plaintexts that share the same key. The adversary’s goal is to ascertain
the encrypted plaintext to produce a different ciphertext for which the corresponding
plaintext is unknown.

• Chosen plaintext attack (CPA): The ciphertexts for whatever plaintext the adversary
chooses are assumed to be obtained by the adversary. The adversary can also choose
the new input for encryption using the adaptive CPA (CPA2) based on an inspection
of the plaintext queries that they have formerly chosen and their accompanying
ciphertexts [31].

• Chosen ciphertext attack (CCA): The adversary is expected to be able to crack any
ciphertext(s) of their choosing. In addition, the adaptive CCA (CCA2) enables the
adversary to change the input they select for the decryption depending on an analysis
of the queries they originally chose [32].

The prior four cryptanalysis attacks have been discussed in detail and the proposed
cryptography, authentication, and digital signature securities have been mathematically
proven in our previous works [10,27,28].

• Related-key attacks. The attacker creates a mathematical relationship between various
keys, and after a session is established with those connected keys, the adversary is
given access to the oracle function of the AGSK. The goal of this adversary is to obtain
the genuine shared key from the AGSK. The permutation Pm (K, S(GSK)) is defined as
the assortment of all the authenticated group shared keys S(GSKs) with the domain
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and keys pace K. Furthermore, let Φ be a collection of functions that map K to the
output of the associated key K. The permitted to relate-key-deriving functions Φ are
denoted by the acronym RKD (i.e., allowed a key transformation). We can express the
oracle of the related key RK(.) on the S(GSK), as an oracle that accepts two parameters
φ ∈ Φ and a message M ∈ S(GSK), and it returns Sφ(k)(M). This can be written in
pseudocode as:

Oracle ERK(φ, k)(M) // where M ∈ S(GSK) and RK(φ,k)→K is a related function.
K← φ (k); σ← SK(M);
return σ;

the following is the definition of the pseudorandom permutation in relation to related-
key attacks (PRP-RKA):

Definition 1. Let S: K ×M→ σ be an authentication function and let Φ be a set of allowed RKD
functions over K (i.e., allowed a key transformation). Let adversary A query a restricted related-key
oracle in the form of (φ, M), whereby M ∈ S(GSK). Hence, in a Φ-restricted related-key attack
(RKA) on S, the PRP-RKA advantage of A is defined as:

AdvPRP-RKA
Φ,S

(A) = Pr[k← K : A
(
S
(
K, M

))
= 1]− Pr[k← K; G ← Pm

(
K, M

)
:A
(
G
(
K, M

))
= 1] (6)

The related-key attack model gives A the option of selecting a function that converts
the attacked key K into the related-key as K← φ(k), which can be used to obtain the
authenticated group shared key value on a chosen input using this transformed key. If the
advantage is negligible, the AGSK is resistant to attacks using restricted related keys. On
the other hand, if the advantage is substantial, A succeeds and the AGSK is not protected
from Φ-restricted related-key attacks. Let us assume that the AGSK can be represented as
GSK ∈ {0, 1}L, where L = |GSK| is the key size in Secp192r1, which is equal to 192 bits.

Theorem 1. Let S: {0, 1}L ×{0, 1}L→{0, 1}L be an authentication function that defined Ẽ(GSK,
k ,M) = E(GSK⊕, M). Then, we can build a constrained PRP-RKA adversary B against S, as
Φ⊕k
(
K ← φ(GSK) = GSK⊕ k

)
if the given S-PRP adversary A against Ẽ, such that:

AdvS-PRP
~
S

(A)≤AdvPRP-RKA
Φ⊕k ,S

(B) (7)

When A is used at most r key transformations and at most q times per transformation to
query its oracle, B is executed at the same time as A and is used at most r key transformations
(i.e., φ(k)) and at most q times per transformation to query its oracle.

Proof. Consider B to be an adversary that runs A. When A issues an oracle query M, B
issues an oracle query (φ, M), then, B provides the following response to A.

Adversary BFRK(.,GSK)(.){
Run A, responding to A’s request (K, M), as follows:
Return FRK(.,GSK)(M)

{
K ← GSK⊕ k;

σ← SK(M) ; Returnσ; }toA.
Until A halts returning a bit b; Return b; }

we gauge its effectiveness by identifying whether the authenticated group shared key
or a random authenticated group shared key is used to answer its oracle questions. Since
the following equality K← GSK⊕ k is a permutation on K, B computes S̃ exactly:

Pr[k← K : A
(

~
S(GSK, k, M)

)
= 1] = Pr[k← K : B(S((GSk⊕ k), M)) = 1] (8)
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additionally, B responds to A by utilizing a randomly chosen permutation on 0 and 1 for
each k in A’s queries to the authentication oracle. The key reason for this is that AGSK is a
Φ⊕k -collision resistance and it can be represented as InSeccr

Φ⊕k

(∣∣Φ⊕k ∣∣) = 0. Consequently, the

following equality holds as well:

Pr[S̃← Pm(k, L) : A
(

S̃(GSK, k, M)
)
= 1] = Pr[k← K; S← Pm(k, L):BA(S(GSK⊕ k, M)) = 1] (9)

From Equations (7) and (8), Theorem 1 is proven. �

4.3. Cyberattacks Analysis

The AGSK mechanism can provide important security features such as resistance to
key compromise spoofing attacks and perfect forward secrecy (PFS). In order to offer PFS
and prevent key compromising impersonation attacks, the AGSK generates a pseudoran-
dom function (PRF) from the proposed combiner hash function, which can be utilized to
provide a random oracle function.

4.3.1. Countermeasures against Replay and MITM Attacks

The AGSK security combines a multihash function that is used to authenticate the IIoT
devices and the GSK. In addition, the authentication of AGSK prevents the replication of
the GSK, which might be implemented by replay and MITM attacks. This is primarily due
to the fact that the geolocation hash function is hard to reverse and the digital signature
at the IIoT sender confirms the signer’s actual identity. Moreover, the replay attacker’s
replication packet is rejected by the AGSK for the following reasons:

• Three steps must be taken by the replay and MITM attacker before they may resend
the intercepted message, which are GSK determination, MAC calculation, and digital
signature implementation, and these are very difficult to compromise without violating
the hash function.

• The sender is authenticated based on the geolocation hash function, which is combined
with the sender’s digital signature.

• The sender’s private key is used to compute the digital signature, and that key is
safeguarded by another hash function.

4.3.2. Countermeasures against Brute Force Attacks

As the GSK is ephemeral and must change throughout each transmission session
or when an IIoT device joins or leaves, the AGSK prevents the problem of the weak bit
and complicates the brute force attacks. In fact, RFC8442 advises the use of an ephemeral
GSK to provide crucial security features such as a PFS and key-compromise impersonation
resilience. Moreover, a brute force attacker must solve the 0.886 k-step elliptic curve discrete
logarithm problem (ECDLP). This shows that the security strength of the AGSK is 96, which
means that a large amount of processing power is required [33].

4.3.3. Countermeasures against Device Capture and Stolen-Verifier Attacks

The dynamic join/leave method is used by the AGSK technique to defend against
IIoT device capture and stolen-verifier attacks, which can be verified at the gateway using
the geolocation data, MAC, and the built-in digital signature. The waste case is when an
attacker captures the IIoT device during/after the GSK session establishment, meaning that
the attacker can use the stolen device to gain access or implement any other attack. However,
the GSK in our proposed system is ephemeral and must change every communication
session or in the situation of the join/leave IIoT device. As a result, a stolen key will not
function for all sessions without compromising the hash functions, which prevents the
intruding party from accessing any of the secured data on the stolen IIoT device.
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5. Implementation and Performance Evaluation of the AGSK on the IIoT

The IIoT platform’s security software should be assessed in context with the restricted
computational, storage, and power resources available. As a result, AGSK employs the
SECG/NIST-recommended Secp192r1 implementation of ECDH for secret key sharing [38].
The AGSK experiment and baseline protocols were implemented using a Mininet-IoT
emulation environment [39]. Figure 4 illustrates an example of 50 IIoT devices in the mesh
topology that were used to implement and evaluate the AGSK and baseline protocols. The
key size that was used and recommended by Secp192r1 was 24 bytes (192 bits) and the
maximum packet size was 127 bytes. A connection association was established between the
IIoT device and the gateway using the 6LowPAN protocol (40 bytes of header data) [40].
The configuration and emulation parameters are listed in Table 2. Using the Mininet-IoT,
two wireless models were installed to build a 6LowPAN protocol, which included 802.15.4
hwsim and 802.11 hwsim. The topology of emulation was chosen to be a grid with two
dimensions 1000× 900 m, and 5–50 IIoT devices were randomly distributed in the topology
for each experiment. To examine the effectiveness of the AGSK, the running time of every
experiment was set to 1000 s.
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5.1. Comparison between AGSK and Baseline Mechanisms

The performance evaluation of the AGSK has been evaluated and compared to the
baseline mechanisms in terms of CPU computation time, power consumption, and storage
costs. Three baseline mechanisms were inspected which are the SGSK [10], GKA-SS [12],
and NM-CHH-GKA [11]. All experiments investigated only the performance of the group
key sharing without authentication and digital signature for the AGSK and baseline mecha-
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nisms. The source code for the Mininet-IoT emulator was written entirely in Python. Each
testbed was repeated 10 times, while 1000 packets were exchanged between each testbed,
and numerous scenarios were simulated. Finally, the confidence interval based on the
average results was 95%, which means the standard deviation error was 5%. Moreover,
deterministic cost profiling of the AGSK and the standard procedures was offered in the
cProfile and memory profiler applications. The memory profiler application was used to
estimate the computation time, memory usage, and power consumption. The number of
steps per computation (s/e) and the CPU computation time for each step were multiplied
to estimate the total cost of the CPU computation time. Moreover, the storage cost for each
IIoT device was determined using the entire cost of the communication (packets sent or
received), sensed data, and the implementation cost for each time unit. Moreover, the total
energy used by each packet overhead required to run the source code was included in the
predicted overall energy usage (mJ) for the IoT devices.

Table 2. Experiment configuration.

Parameter Values

ECDH curve domain parameters Secp192r1
Key size 192 Bits
MAC and PHY 802.15.14_hmsim and 802.11_hmsim
Event area (1000 m × 900 m)
Cover of IIoT device 150 m
Cover range of Gateway1 250 m
Propagation model Shadowing
Path loss exponent 3.0
Shadowing deviation (dB) 3.0
Traffic emulator TCP client/server socket programming
Number of packets 1000 packets, each packet 127 bytes

5.1.1. Performance Evaluation of the Group Shared Key

Figure 5 shows the performance results of AGSK and the baseline mechanisms. As
illustrated in Figure 5a, the AGSK experiences, on average, 29.89% lower computation time
costs compared to GKA-SS, 36.5% lower computation time compared to NM-CHH-GKA,
and 41.3% lower computation time compared to SGSK. Additionally, Figure 5b depicts the
storage cost for AGSK and baseline mechanisms. In this figure, AGSK experiences, on aver-
age, 24% lower storage costs compared to GKA-SS, 45.7% lower storage costs compared to
NM-CHH-GKA, and 8.45% lower storage costs compared to SGSK. Furthermore, Figure 5c
demonstrates the power consumption costs for AGSK and baseline mechanisms. In this
figure, AGSK, on average, costs 25% less in power consumption compared to GKA-SS, 40%
less compared to NM-CHH-GKA, and 6.3% less compared to SGSK.
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• Results and Discussion

The results that are shown in Figure 5 demonstrate the performance advantage of
the AGSK mechanism, which is primarily attained due to the following reasons: Firstly,
AGSK uses two steps of incest, which are the public key of the IIoT device to the gateway
unicast and the PGP gateway unicast to each IIoT device. In contrast, GKA-SS and NM-
CHH-GKA used four steps of sending, which are three steps of broadcasting the public key
and the shared key, and one step of the unicast from the gateway to each IIoT device. The
reduction in the exchange of shared keys in the proposed AGSK algorithm provided fewer
security risks and achieved high QoS performance. Secondly, SGSK used an extremely slow
mechanism due to the token ring topology of the group-shared creation. For instance, if the
group size is 1000 and each IIoT device needs 0.5 s to process the group shared key, this
means that the final group shared key requires 500 s to be created. In contrast, the AGSK
used a star topology and simultaneously group shared calculation, which decreased the
computation time of the GSK calculation. Finally, GKA-SS and NM-CHH-GKA consumed
more resources in terms of memory usage and power consumption. This was mainly due
to the three times messages broadcasting between the group members and the gateway. In
contrast, AGSK used two steps of unicast messages between the group members and the
gateway.

5.1.2. Performance Evaluation of Join/Leave Members

Figure 6 shows the join/leave performance results of the AGSK and the baseline mech-
anisms. As illustrated in Figure 6a, AGSK experiences, on average, 28.6% less computation
time costs compared to GKA-SS, 16.7% lower compared to NM-CHH-GKA, and 44.4%
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lower compared to SGSK. Furthermore, Figure 6b illustrates the storage costs for AGSK
and baseline mechanisms. In this figure, AGSK experiences, on average, a reduction of
31% in storage costs compared to GKA-SS, 40% less compared to NM-CHH-GKA, and
55% less compared to SGSK. Moreover, Figure 6c depicts the power consumption costs for
the AGSK and baseline mechanisms. In this figure, AGSK consumes, on average, 23.1%
less power compared to GKA-SS, 33.3% less compared to NM-CHH-GKA, and 38% fewer
power costs compared to SGSK.
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The results shown in Figure 5 demonstrate the join/leave performance advantages of
the AGSK mechanism, which are mostly attained due to the following reasons: Firstly, if
some nodes join/leave the group, the gateway in the AGSK calculates the new PGP based
on the remaining public keys. Afterward, the gateway will unicast the new PGP only to
the involved IIoT devices. In contrast, GKA-SS and NM-CHH-GKA need to broadcast the
updated message to each new member, which increases the computation time, memory cost,
and power consumption. Secondly, if the join/leave nodes in the SGSK are in the beginning
of the token ring, the process of the group shared key calculation needs to restart from
scratch, which again increases the computation time, memory cost, and power consumption.
Finally, GKA-SS and NM-CHH-GKA consume more resources in any dynamic join/leave
operation. This is mainly due to the messages broadcasting between group members and
the gateway. In contrast, AGSK used two steps of unicast messages between the group
members and the gateway.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This research proposed an authenticated group shared key (AGSK) algorithm over the
IIoT system, to utilize a combiner for the geolocation hash function and the digital signature
of each IIoT device. The security of the proposed system was proven mathematically using
the random oracle model and the cybersecurity analysis for the IIoT and was explained in
terms of an adversary model, and countermeasure cyberattacks. In addition, the proposed
system presents the optimized dynamic join/leave algorithm, in terms of communication,
storage, and computation costs, compared to the baseline group key management. The
implementation of the proposed system showed that an AGSK outperformed the baseline
group key management, in terms of 41.3% less CPU computation time, 45.7% less storage
costs, and 40% less power consumption. The future work on this research will concentrate
on proposing an efficacious digital signature and authentication system that can securely
identify the true identity of legitimate IIoT devices in any IIoT environment.
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